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SINGAPORE: Strobe lights flash across a near-
empty dance floor, as a DJ live-streams thump-
ing electronic music from a Singapore nightclub
to revelers confined to their homes due to the
coronavirus pandemic. The outbreak sweeping
the globe has shuttered once lively nightspots
from London to New York, but innovative DJs
have started putting their performances online
so clubbers don’t miss out. The trend is another
example of how the virus, which has left some
3.6 billion people stuck at home under lock-
downs, is upending daily life in ways unthinkable
until recently as governments impose social-dis-
tancing curbs to stem its spread.

After Singapore ordered the closure of many
entertainment venues last week following a steady
rise in infections, popular nightclub “Zouk” threw
a “cloud-clubbing” party, streaming live perform-
ances by six DJs via an app. It took place on a Fri-
day night when the club is often packed with
hundreds of partygoers - but only a handful of
people were allowed to attend, most of them staff
members. DJ Nash D conceded he found it weird
at first.  “When you play for a dance floor with a
room full of people, you can feel the energy come
back, and I like to DJ off that energy,” the DJ, real
name Dhanish Nair, told AFP.

But he quickly got used to it, and said live
comments from clubbers scrolling past on his
laptop were helpful: “Whatever song requests
that they had actually guided me in a certain di-

rection.” As well as the comments which came in
via live-streaming app Bigo Live, clubbers sent
virtual gifts to the DJs such as bells and
snowflakes that can later be exchanged for cash.
The nightclub partnered with gaming equipment
company Razer and the live-streaming app, at-
tracting 200,000 total views for the three-hour
event. At its peak, 5,600 people were watching
via the app.

‘Dancing together, apart’ 
In China, where the virus first emerged last

year, DJs and nightspots started live-streaming
performances at the beginning of February when
the country’s outbreak was at its pinnacle.
Shanghai and Beijing venues pioneered live-
streamed clubbing on Douyin, China’s version of
TikTok, which also allows fans to buy gifts which
can be swapped for cash. Beijing club One Third
attracted over a million viewers and generated
nearly two million yuan ($280,000) in rewards
from its fans in a five-hour live-stream, accord-
ing to news website iFeng. Closed nightclubs and
DJs stuck at home are also hosting virtual dance
parties in New York, the epicentre of America’s
worsening outbreak.

Live performance outfit “The Dance Cartel”
has started hosting “Social Disdance” parties for
“dance nights together, apart” three times a
week. Participants dance with one another over
the Zoom video chat app, with some donning

costumes and others setting up colorful disco
lights. The parties are free but people are en-
couraged to make donations to the DJs and
hosts. With the death toll from the virus now
above 42,000 globally and no sign of the pan-
demic slowing down, online clubbing only looks
set to get more popular.

Singapore’s decision to close nightclubs
came as authorities slowly tighten restrictions

following a jump in cases, with the city-state so
far having reported over 900 infections and
three deaths. Despite the challenges, some per-
formers are slowly warming to the idea of online
clubbing. “Online, I feel that everybody is more
in their natural state,” said Singapore DJ
LeNERD, real name Patrick Lewis, who played
at Friday’s event. “They are more themselves and
they are more honest.” —AFP

Social dis-dance: Clubbing goes 
online as virus shuts nightspots

Innovative DJs putting their performances online

SINGAPORE: A man lies under the art installation ‘Horizon’ by Muafah binte Amran at Marina Bay in Singapore
as his face mask, used a preventive measure against the spread of the COVID-19 novel coronavirus, is seen
beside him. —AFP

Africans rush for 
chloroquine as the 
virus tsunami looms
LIBREVILLE: Despite loud appeals for caution,
Africans are rushing to embrace chloroquine,
the venerable anti-malaria drug touted as a pos-
sible treatment for coronavirus. From hospitals
in Senegal to pharmaceutical companies in
South Africa and street sellers in Cameroon,
chloroquine has fired hopes of a medicinal fix
against a virus that is set to scythe through
Africa’s poorly protected countries.

Chloroquine and derivatives such as hydrox-
ychloroquine have been used for decades as
cheap and safe drugs against malaria, although
their effectiveness in this field is now under-
mined by growing parasite resistance. Small-
scale tests in China and France - either
unpublished or outside the rigorous framework
of mainstream drug trials - suggest that chloro-
quine reduces virus levels in people with coro-
navirus. On March 24, President Donald Trump

said chloroquine could be a “gift from God” - a
comment that sparked strident criticism. 

Health watchdogs have issued calls for cau-
tion until larger clinical trials are carried out, and
there have been several recorded deaths from
self-medication because of toxic side effects.
Despite this, in many settings across Africa,
chloroquine has been placed in the front line
against coronavirus. Its rise stems partly from
desperation, given Africa’s meagre capacity to
deal with a pandemic on the scale seen in Europe
or the United States. Burkina Faso, Cameroon
and South Africa have swiftly authorised hospi-
tals to treat virus patients with the drugs.

Around half of infected people  in Senegal
are already being prescribed hydroxychloro-
quine, Moussa Seydi, a professor at Dakar’s
Fann Hospital, told AFP last Thursday. Every pa-
tient who was  recommended the drug accepted
it, “with no exceptions,” he said. In Democratic
Republic of Congo, President Felix Tshisekedi
last week declared it was “urgent” to produce
chloroquine “in industrial quantities”. South
Africa has already said it will join a large-scale
trial, and one of the country’s biggest pharma-
ceutical companies has promised to donate half
a million pills to the health authorities. —AFP

‘No gloves, no masks’: 
Romania workers fear 
for lives in virus fight
BUCHAREST: “We don’t have gloves, masks,
anything,” says one of the medical team at
southeastern Romania’s Ramnicu Sarat hospital,
one of those designated to treat COVID-19 pa-
tients. “Everything is done on the cheap,”
protests the staff member, who spoke on con-
dition of anonymity. It’s a complaint echoed in
other parts of the country, where doctors and
nurses have begun speaking out about what
they say are life-threatening shortcomings in
the fight against the new coronavirus. Feeling
ill-equipped and scared, some have taken to
social media or public TV to voice their con-
cerns; dozens staged protests in the grounds of
two hospitals.

Several felt so strongly that they resigned,
leaving an already struggling healthcare sys-
tem in one of the European Union’s poorest
countries even more vulnerable. “Nobody in-
structed us so we’re encouraged to learn from
videos,” the Ramnicu Sarat medical staff mem-
ber told AFP. “We were promised equipment,
but when will it arrive?” The hospital has been

placed on a long list of “support units” se-
lected to receive patients who have tested
positive for COVID-19. But the move has
sparked fear among local residents that the
virus could spread in the area and an online
petition has been launched.

‘Lack of trust’ 
Since 2007 when Romania joined the EU,

more than 14,000 healthcare workers have em-
igrated in search of better pay and conditions
abroad. On Monday alone, 10 nurses and one
intensive care unit (ICU) medic from central
Hunedoara county quit, blaming a chronic lack
of basic medical equipment such as surgical
masks and gloves. A day later, the nurses - but
not the doctor - were persuaded by officials to
change their minds and go back to work.

“We have two medical gowns for 12 employ-
ees...,” the doctor, Lorena Ehim, told local
media, adding they were being forced to face
the virus and risk their health “with bare hands”.
At a hospital in the western city of Timisoara,
13 medical staffers resigned on Tuesday, ac-
cording to local media. “I can understand my
colleagues who step down, but I don’t encour-
age resignation,” Gheorghe Borcean, president
of Romania’s medical association said. “Even
more than fear (of infection), there is a lack of
trust in the medical system,” he said. —AFP


